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Abstract— An object often has many distinct manifestations
in computer vision, which brings a great challenge to utilizing
more comprehensive information. Inspired by some biological
researches about edge sensitivity and global structure priority,
our key insight is to establish unified transfer classification
network with shared contour information. Combining two
convolutional networks with three cascaded filters, we build a
unified kernel SVM classifier based on shared contour features.
Two convolutional networks are used for acquiring the contour
information of objects exactly. Obtained by three cascaded
filters, shared edge features are used by a unified kernels
SVM classifier. Our transfer classification network(TCN) is
trained and tested with distinct manifestations including real
photos(imagenet dataset or cifar-10 dataset) and cartoon abstracts. The model is able to extract robust contour features
and achieve considerable transfer recognition accuracy(40%
relative improvement to some popular convolutional models).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Ig data represents the information assets which are
characterized by such a high volume, velocity and
variety[1]. Visual representations of the same object are various in computer vision[2]. For example, a mouse can be exhibited by a real photo or a cartoon abstract. In general, many
traditional machine learning methods train a unique classifier
with a special manifestation. These methods achieve great
success on the condition that robust features of the training
and testing data are drawn from the same distribution. But the
statistical model lacks learning generalization ability because
it must be adjusted to assumptions[3]. To establish a unified
recognition model based on different manifestations has
becomes an important research field. Transfer classification,
a special problem of machine learning, is an inter-discipline
between pattern recognition and transfer learning. It focuses
on storing knowledge while solving a problem and applying
to a new different but related situation[4]. The parameters
of transfer models are usually initialized by old datasets,
but modified for new datasets[5][6]. The two processes
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mentioned above can’t communicate with each other about
shared information.
Human can recognize distinct visual manifestations once
he learned one of them. Comprehensive information is communicated and shared in the visual pathway of human[7][8].
Navon et al. [9] demonstrated that if the effect resided in the
visual system, the global configuration are more likely to be
perceived on brief exposures than the local pattern. Many
neurons in extrastriate visual cortex have large receptive
fields. Luck et al. [10] proved that attention was directed to
one of two stimulus locations in the brain area V1 and V2.
Lee et al. [11] proposed that subjective contour developed
dynamically in the early visual cortex. From the viewpoint
of signal process, we discover that channel information plays
an important rule in recognition by the visualization of
the convolutional neural network[12]. On the one hand, it
helps us improve the performance of exact classification[13];
on the other hand, it might turn into handicaps when
focusing on rough recognition such as the genus degree
of animals. What’s more, the network is easily fooled by
some simple periodic features[14]. Success in both biological
and information researches inspired us to recognize distinct
manifestations with contour features. Even through complex
manifestations have a degree of deformation, the contour
still demonstrate the robustness compared with the features
extracted by HOG, SIFT[15].
Edge detection has gained huge success by deep learning. Convolutional neural network has been widely used in
classification[16][17], segmentation[18] and other branches
of computer vision. With the development of parallel hardware and open source, such as caffe[19], theano[20], more
and more deep learning models have been proposed to meet
different demands. Long et al. [18] proposed the fully convolutional network for semantic segmentation. He modified the
loss function of top layer and applied it to classification at the
level of pixel. Girshick et al. [21] proposed R-CNN for object
detection. The method used a massive of candidate regions
obtained by unsupervised learning. Tu et al. [22] refined edge
labels from the category information and embedded them into
the fully convolutional network.
In our TCN model, robust contour from convolutional
network is selected as shared features. Based on caffe
framework, we use two parallel convolutional networks for
capturing the exact location and edges of the object. respectively. Three cascaded filters are stacked in sequence to
get the valid contour information. The first filter is used for
obtaining the contour of the object exactly. The second filter
binarizes contour images with the fixed threshold. The third

where zij denotes the jth patch of the ith image. Then
we put zij into the convolutional network for classification.
′
′
zij ∈ ℜh ×w +4 , where h′ × w′ denotes the size of an patch.
And zij = (p, b1 , b2 ), where p denotes the vectorized pixel
of patch and b1 , b2 denote the left-upper and right-down coordinates of a patch from the original images. The candidate
patch which had highest score can be selected as the most
valid region in the original image. And then the location of
the region is acquired. We define a regional convolutional
l
network function R(zij
) that generate a confidence score
with respect to label l.
l
ai = argmax R(zij
)
j,l

where ai denotes the most valid region in the ith image.
Fig. 1: Transfer Classification Network Architecture

filter denoises the isolated edge with image morphological
methods[23]. Then unified kernel SVM is trained by the
vectorized contour features. In the phase of inference, cartoon
abstracts don’t need exact location network. They are tested
directly by the trained kernel SVM.
In the next section, we introduce our architecture of transfer classification network(TCN) elaborately. The following
section demonstrate state-of-the-art results on real photos(imagenet dataset[24] or cifar-10 dataset[25]) and cartoon
abstracts downloaded from Baidu. Finally, we conclude our
work and propose some improved methods.
II. M ODEL D ESCRIPTION
Transfer classification network(TCN) is composed of two
parallel convolutional networks, three cascaded filters and a
unified linear SVM classifier. The input data of the TCN
algorithm is a set of training samples xi (i = 1, 2, ..., n) and
their class labels yi (yi ∈ [1, 2, ..., l]), where n is the number
of samples and l is the number of classes. xi ∈ ℜh×w×c ,
where h × w denotes the size of an image and c denotes the
channel numbers of an image. The architecture is illustrated
in Figure 1. We’ll introduce the five parts elaborately in the
following.
A. Exact Location
Exact location intends to capture the spacial information
of salient object accurately. Classical recognition networks,
including AlexNet, VggNet, input the fixed-size images and
output non-spatial prediction of the category. We modify the
input data layer by bilinear interpolation so that different
sizes of images are available. Furthermore, many candidate
regions can be generated by unsupervised methods based
on the elementary color, texture or gradient information.
In our research, we use the selective search[26] to produce
candidate patches and define the function S(•) that generate
regions.
zi = S(xi ), zi = {zi1 , zi2 , ..., zim }

B. Contour Detection
Contour detection[27] intends to obtain the edge of a holistic image, including both foreground and background edge.
Fully convolutional network is able to describe the detailed
prediction at the level of pixel. Furthermore, holisticallynested edge detection[22] uses multi-scale and multi-level
features to extract the edges of an image. We abandon
the multi-level features because three cascaded filters could
neglect the subtle edges similarly. We train our contour
detection network with the PASCAL segmentation dataset.
X ′ = {x′1 , x′2 , ..., x′k } and Y ′ = {y1′ , y2′ , ..., yk′ }, where X ′
and Y ′ denote the data and the labels of training samples.
It is noted that the categories’ label of PASCAL dataset
′
′
′
are modified to the edge labels. yk′ = {yk11
, yk12
, ..., ykvb
},
where v × b denotes the size of an image, 1 ≤ m ≤ v ,
′
1 ≤ t ≤ b, ykmt
= 1 denotes that the pixel at the location
′
(m, t) of the kth image belongs to edge and ykmt
= 0 if not.
We define the loss function as
∑∑∑
′
L(W ) = − β
log Pr(ykmt
= 1|X ′ ; W ) − λ∥W ∥2
k

m

t

W ∗ = argmin L(W )

(1)

W

where β and λ balance the data loss and regularization of W ,
W denotes the parameters of contour detection network, and
P r(•) denotes a possibility function. And in testing phase,
E = C(X) = Pr(ei = 1|X; W ∗ )
E = {e1 , e2 ..., en } ei ∈ ℜh×w×1
where ei denotes the edge confidence map of the ith image.
C. Cascaded Filter
Cascaded filter intends to get the contour of objects
stacked in sequence. The first filter is area filter, and it only
activates edges in valid region. We refer to the foreground
contour as the semantic edge and the background contour
as the episodic edge. pi denotes a black-white image. And
the value of pi at the location (h, w) is white only when the
(h, w) belongs to the area of ai .
ti1 = f1 (ai , ei ) = pi · ei

where · denotes dot product. The second filter adopts a fixed
threshold b3 to binarize the activation.
ti2 = f2 (ti1 , b3 ) = I(ti1 > b3 )
where I(•) denotes the indication function. The third filter
minimizes the width of curve through image morphological
methods. We adopt the erosion and inflation alternately with
the suitable circular box[23].
ti31 = f3 (ti2 , b4 ) = ti2 ⊖ b4 = {z|(b4 )z ⊆ c2 }
∧

ti32 = f4 (ti31 , b5 ) = ti31 ⊕ b5 = {z|(b5 ) ∩ A ̸= ∅}
where b4 and b5 denote the box of erosion and inflation.

Fig. 2: Exact Location

D. Shape Modification
The size of abstract information usually changes with
creating styles. To keep the conformity of shared information,
we resize the contour region to the average level al of real
objects and pad it to the original size.
∑ l
ai
al = ∑
I(yi == l)

A. Exact Location

The pseudo-code is illustrated in algorithm 1:

Exact location plays an important role in the training
phase. It’s related to the filtration of valid edges directly.
We fine tune network R-CNN by SGD, using learning rate of
5−5 , weight decay of 2−4 , momentum 0.8 and dropout in full
connection layer. By the modified R-CNN[21], we ascertain
the location of object exactly. The results are illustrated in
Figure 2.

Algorithm 1 Shape Modification

B. Contour Detection

if size(a′i ) < min||size(a′i ) > max then
xca′d = padding(reshape(a′i , size(al )), box)
end if
return xca′d
where ali denotes the ith region predicted to label l, xca′d
denotes the contour map of the dth abstract image, the value
of max or min denote the threshold, and box denotes the size
of the original image.

Valid representations are relied on the of quality of semantic edges. Imitated by the architecture of VGG-16, our
network using learning rate of 1−3 , weight decay of 1−2
and momentum 0.9. We reset the labels from category to
edges. After that, through the FCN-8s inference mechanism,
our network is able to acquire the holistic edge information
whatever the manifestations are. We are amazed that though
cartoon images don’t participate in the training phase, the
network still exhibit robustness. The process can be referred
as a realm of transfer learning. Figure3 and Figure4 show
the contour detection of real photos and cartoon abstracts.

E. Unified Recognition
Though a certain subject has different manifestations, their
contour curves maintain invariable to some extent. So we
work hard to propose a general classifier which is trained
by the semantic edge, abstract edge or both. In our model,
SVM with different kernels is chose as the top classifier(one
vs all) and tested with the dataset of real photos and cartoon
abstracts respectively.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
To show the efficiency of the proposed architecture, we
train our TCN model on the imagenet and cifar dataset.
Both of the datasets have complex background and salient
foreground. After fine tuning the two networks and training
the suitable SVM classifier, we test our TCN model on
cartoon images downloaded from Baidu picture website,
which we refer to this process as transfer learning. Some
intermediate experimental results are shown below.

C. Cascaded Filter
Just as we can see from Figure 3, contour detection can’t
distinguish whether the edge belongs to background or foreground. Therefore we try many ways to vanish background
edges and make foreground edges saliently. We accomplish
this work by three cascaded filters. The first filter take
advantage of accurate location information to maintain the
foreground edges. The second filter is a binary filter with an
appropriate threshold. In our experiment, we set 180 as the
threshold if the value of pixel ranges from 0 to 255. The third
filter attempt to minimize the width of curve through image
morphological methods. the size of erosion and inflation disk
is set to be 2. The filtered images are illustrated in Figure 5
and Figure 6.
D. Unified Recognition
Linear SVM is used to predict the category by the shared
information. We design four experiments to explore transfer

Fig. 3: Semantic Contour Detection

Fig. 5: Filtered with location

Fig. 4: Abstract Contour Detection

Fig. 6: Filtered with binaryzation and morphology

classification and test it with our new rule. In general, a
cartoon abstract depicts the animal in the degree of genus,
while a real photo can reach detailed level. Existing standard of classification can not meet the demand of rough
classification. The specific species such as a mellifera is
rarely exhibited by a cartoon abstract but a real photo. So we
establish a new rule which is in genius degree. For example,
dalmatian and coach dog and carriage dog belong to the dog.
The first three tables are the results of imagenet dataset and
the last one is acquired from cifar dataset.
In the first experiment, we only use real photos as training
data and test the model with cartoon abstracts. As we can see
from Table I, though our model has lower training accuracy
than the mainstream convolutional network, it shows a much

higher testing accuracy. Given that we use distinct manifestations, the testing accuracy is appreciable and we think the
contour features which contain shared information play an
important role in transfer classification.
In the second experiment, we use both real photos and
cartoon abstracts as training data and test the model with
cartoon abstracts. The results are showed in Table II. The
training accuracy decline obviously because cartoon abstracts
have too much interior curves which influence the inference
to some extent, but the testing accuracy rise just due to the
manifestation of testing dataset and training data just have
something in common.
In the third experiment, we use cartoon abstracts as training data and test the model with real photos. The results are

TABLE I: Real photo & Cartoon artwork
Model
AlexNet
VggNet
GoogleNet
TCN(our model)

Training-accuracy
93.1%
92.9%
91.8%
81.4%

Testing-accuracy
23.4%
25.6%
22.9%
51.2%

TABLE II: Real photo, Cartoon abstract & Cartoon abstract
Model
AlexNet
VggNet
GoogleNet
TCN(our model)

Training-accuracy
75.1%
79.3%
81.2%
77.4%

Testing-accuracy
30.4%
28.6%
28.9%
54.3%

showed in Table III. And we discover that cartoon abstracts
have more plentiful interior curves, which depict the object
circumspectly. This plentiful information prevent the the
recognition of real photos.
TABLE III: Cartoon abstract & Genuine photo
Model
AlexNet
VggNet
GoogleNet
TCN(our model)

Training-accuracy
84.7%
85.3%
84.2%
93.2%

Testing-accuracy
13.4%
10.3%
14.1%
42.3%

In the fourth experiment, we only use real photos as
training data and test the model with cartoon abstracts. The
results of cifar dataset are showed in Table IV. Compared
with Table I, Table IV has lower training and testing accuracy
because the size of images in cifar dataset is small and
contour information can not be distinguished easily.
TABLE IV: Real photo & Cartoon artwork
Model
AlexNet
VggNet
GoogleNet
TCN(our model)

Training-accuracy
94.2%
91.1%
93.6%
80.7%

Testing-accuracy
15.3%
17.8%
16.5%
46.2%

IV. C ONCLUSION
The transfer classification network consists of two parallel
convolutional networks, three cascaded filters and a kernel
SVM classifier. This network improves the robustness when
the same object is expressed in distinct manifestations. We
use a single manifestation as training data, and test the model
with another manifestation. The network saves large-scale
space of parameter greatly. Given that our model is not aimed
at the accuracy of recognition purely, we propose that shared
information such as contours plays an important role in transfer learning. What’s more, based on some biological evidence
,our model imitates the process of mutual communication and
collaboration in the visual area of the brain. With our model,
computers can recognize distinct visual manifestations once
they learned one of them.
The accuracy of our model is based on robust contour
features. Enhancing the detection of interior edges of the
object may improve the results. For another, sparser features

can be used for unified classifier. We will explore these
methods in the future work.
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